Terra Madre 2018
Slow Food Youth Network program

Useful links
Our official Facebook eventpage, with all the up to date info:
http://bit.ly/facebook-sfyn-terramadre2018

Program
Everyday
1. SFYN morning Yoga
From Friday to Monday 10.00 - 10.30h
SFYN booth
Teacher: Chiara Cortese
What's the best way of starting an interesting Terra Madre day with some relaxing and
energising Yoga? Chiara will give you an energizing yoga class, to charge you with the
energy you need to go through the day.

Thursday 20 sept
2. Opening ceremony and presentation of the Indigenous Terra Madre
Strategy
Thursday 12.30 - 14.00h
Arena
The Arena will be blessed with indigenous rituals and delegates from the Youth, Indigenous
and Migrant networks are going to inspire you with opening talks.
Indigenous Terra Madre (ITM) is a network of indigenous communities, partners and
organizations that aims to bring indigenous peoples’ voices to the center of the food and
culture debate, as well as to develop other regional and global networks. It will open its
schedule by welcoming members and participants with a traditional ceremony. The
network’s governance, strategy and achievements over the last two years will be presented
to facilitate the sharing of ideas and discussion about subsequent events. The ceremony will
conclude with an exchange of the traditional foods and beverages of the indigenous
communities.
Remark: this is not organized by SFYN, but we encourage all the youth to participate in this.

3. Food design and innovative youth projects
Thursday 14.00h - 15.00h
Arena
Moderator: Francis Bernhardt
Speakers: Nils Lalleike, Ronny Holzmüller, Alex Hackett, Azul Meyer Mijares
We’re bringing fresh air to the debate with these unique and original projects from the youth
of Slow Food! Come in with an open and curious mind, dive into the topics and we can
assure that you will leave full with new ideas and positive vibes towards our food future!
You can get a taste of the project ‘college curries’: sustaining highschool students in India by
selling curries in Germany, with Nils Lalleike. Also from Germany is ‘Slow Mobile’, a trailer
with a kitchen and dining table for kids to learn about food. It’s about the origin, the
production of food and how to prepare great meals. With a focus on taste and eating with
pleasure. Presented by Ronny Holzmüller. Another project is from artist and writer Alex
Hackett, whose work explores the artistic, anthropological and scientific aspects of food, with
a focus on the unique system of an island. She organises events combining taste
experiences with spoken word menus. characteristics of a unique island food system.
Furthermore, you can learn more about the culinary arts of Mexico and how Azul Meyer
Mijares uses this to teach about food sustainability with this project HOJAZUL.

4. SFYN Italy meet-up
Closed strategy
16.00h - 17.30h
SFYN booth
Moderators: Francesco Anastasi, Gaia Salvatori, Valentina Gritti
Are you part of Slow Food (Youth Network) in Italy, 32 years old or younger, and feel like
becoming a future food leader? Start here, because this your chance to help shape the
cross-cultural strategy of SFYN together with your Italian fellow food heros.

5. Rural Youth Networks and platforms: an international exchange of
examples and best practices
Thursday 17.30h - 18.30h
SFYN booth
Moderator: Anders Westberg
Speakers: Dorothee Sterz (Junge ABL), Russel Carrington (Rural Youth Europe), Reveca
Tapie, Giselle Miotto, Marcelo Podesta & Carlos Demeterco (Ecogastronomia para Jovens
Rurail), Laura Tabet (Nawaya platform), Morakeng Calvin
Makgaila (SFYN Soweto), Aida Baimakova (SFYN Kazakhstan)
Cross your borders and meet up with leaders and activists of Rural Youth Networks and
platforms from all over the world. The only mindset you need is to be curious and open for
surprises. This way you will discover the unique power of networks outside your country and
find unexpected best practices, to incorporate in your local rural organization.

6. Cheers to farmers!
Thursday 18.30h - 19.00h
SFYN booth
Moderators: Jam (SFYN Philippines), Jorrit (SFYN Netherlands & Global)
Because farmers are awesome and we want to celebrate their fantastic work. A get together
with the people who feed the planet, where you connect over the same kind of food, made in
different countries, with diverse, local perspectives.

7. Wild beer tasting
Thursday 19.00 - 19.30h
SFYN booth
Wild beer expert: Amy Rankine

Experience the sense of location and season, via local foraged ingredients in beer. A talk
and tasting by Scottish forager and gastronomist Amy Rankine, showing you how brewers
communicate through taste, this important message to their consumers. The beer available
to taste is a joint collaboration between Amy and Cross Borders Brewing.
With her organization, Hipsters and Hobos, Amy helps bring foraging back into the modern
household, connect people with nature & produces unique and exciting recipes. She
currently forages for a growing number of craft brewers in Edinburgh and the Lothians,
including Cross Borders Brewing, and has a background in food science and teaching. She
is also studying a masters in Gastronomy in Schotland and is launching a wild food
confectionery business, WUL, with University of Gastronomic Sciences Alumni Ben Reade.

Friday 21 sept
8. SFYN EU strategy meet-up: vote with your fork and voice!
Closed strategy
Friday 10.30 - 11.30
SFYN booth
Moderator: Valentina Gritti
Are you part of Slow Food (Youth Network) in Europe, 32 years old or younger, and feel like
becoming a future food leader? Start here, because this your chance to help shape the
cross-cultural strategy of SFYN together with your European fellow food heros.

9. SFYN on Stage!
Friday 11.30h - 12.30h
Arena
Moderators: Jorrit Kiewik, Simone Luijckx, Valentina Gritti, Francesco Anastasi
Speakers: Albina Rysmendieva, Jam Melchor, Gael Aliano, Joel Basumatari
Get a bite of the global multicultural network of SFYN by listening to some of the amazing
youth in the network.

10. SFYN Asia and Oceania strategy meet-up: vote with your fork,
chopsticks and voice!
Closed strategy
Friday 12.00 - 13.00
SFYN booth
Moderator: Taichi Isaku (SFYN Tokyo)

Are you part of Slow Food (Youth Network) in Asia or Oceania, 32 years old or younger, and
feel like becoming a future food leader? Start here, because this your chance to help shape
the cross-cultural strategy of SFYN together with the fellow food heros of these continents.

11. The SFYN Food Academy: accelerating food transitions
Talk
Friday 13.30 - 15.00
SFYN booth
Moderator: Marieke Creemers
Our planet is facing huge challenges. Improvements to our food system won't do the job
anymore: we need to make a fundamental change. But how do you change a system? In this
talk, SFYN Academy-coördinator gives an introduction in transitions theory - the theory of
fundamental, societal change, which helps us to understand our current challenges and
accelerate the needed changes. Transitions theory is the foundation and core of the Dutch
SFYN Academy. Marieke will explain how the Academy is designed, based on transitions
theory, and how the Academy aims to contribute to a sustainable, fair and just food system.

12 Food Academies worldwide: an introduction and exchange of local
models, by diverse coordinators
Friday 15.00 - 15.30h
SFYN booth
Speakers: John Kiwagalo (SFYN Uganda), Shinea Chang (SFYN Korea), Elia Carceller
(SFYN Berlin)
The Academy of the Slow Food Youth Network is growing: more and more local SFYN-ers
take the initiative to develop and organize a Food Academy. Diverse Academy coördinators
will introduce their local Academy. In exchange with interested SFYN-ers, we will discuss the
different models and the possibilities to strengthen each other.
These Academies are different, as they are adapted to local needs and challenges, but
share their goal to educate and connect young food leaders. What do these different
academies look like? What are differences and similarities, and what are the pros and cons
of each model? And, most important: what can we learn from each other, and how can we
support each other?

13. SFYN World Cafe: let’s take action!
Friday 16.00 - 18.30h
Sala Azzurra
Moderators: Eva Flantua (Unisg), Elisabeth Berlinghoff (Unisg), Lauren Nelson (Unisg)

Speakers: Frances Elisabeth, Jason Hartley, Kristina Nitsolova, Damien Deville, Gillian
Rodger, Gaia Salvatori, Sem Roefs, Louise Duhan, Joaquin Cano Reina, Anne Luz
Pijnenburg, Gregorio Pasuelli, Anthony Morano, Leila Elamine, Beatrice Montanari, Chantal
Clément, Francis Bernhardt, Pauline Munch, Nazareno Iovino, Carlo Giua, Mathilde
Tournebize, Raja Rimbai, Bart Grobben.
Here, at the size of one table, the whole world meets together around one topic.
We will make discussion groups to get concrete action points for the next years. Each table
is going to have an expert on a specific topic. Give strength to your voice! Travel around the
different thematics, get inside the topic and outside your comfort zone! The whole youth
world is going to take part to the discussion...what are you waiting for? Come along and
raise your fork!
The topics:
- (Micro)Plastics in food (English)
- Good, Clean and Fair Vs poverty in the city (English, French)
- Diet impact on climate change (English, Italian)
- Power to the consumers (English, French)
- Food waste reduction (English, Spanish)
- Agriculture 4.0 Vs natural agriculture (English)
- Social media impact on food (English, Italian)
- Food education (English, Spanish)
- Dialogue and sustainability in multinational food industries (English)
- Upgrading local food policies (English)
- Tackling obesity (English)
- Indigenous youth: pride, resilience and integration (English)
- Rural youth and young farmers: facing nowadays challenges (English)
Topics chosen by youth, to be discussed with youth. The “grassroots” world cafe.

14. Training of the storytellers
Friday 19.00 - 20.00
SFYN booth
Moderator: Chiara Flora Bassignana
The lucky youth that have been selected to tell their stories at the Storytelling night will
receive some useful advice for their performances.

15. Storytelling night
SF tasting room at Palazzo Regionale Torino (further details will be shared)
Friday 21.30- 23.30
Moderator: Chiara Flora Bassignana

Speakers: surprise!
7 young delegates will entertain you with their amazing stories. Let yourselves be lulled by
some traditional Méxican music by Leonardo Prieto Dorantes and have a taste of some local
Piedmontese beers and infusions, provided by the young farmer Nicola Laguzzi. Only 40
places are available: stay tuned on our facebook events to have the chance to enroll!

Saturday 22 sept
16. Feeding our Cities - examining the role of different urban growing
initiatives
Saturday 10.30 - 12.00
Arena
Moderator: Gillian Rodger
Speakers: Auste Černiauskaitė, Damien Deville, Alice Minichini, Kristina Nitsolova
In recent years public and political support for urban ‘community growing’ initiatives has
significantly increased. Knowledge has grown about the social and environmental rewards
that can be gained from transforming underused land and buildings into community gardens.
In this conference we (speakers?) examine different urban growing initiatives and if they can
feed the city. We will look into the vast numbers of citizens who are already in or at risk of
food insecurity and who have little to no access to local food. We ask questions such as,
whether, or what role, these initiatives are able to play in feeding the urban population? And
are we doing enough to support the development of commercial growing initiatives in urban
spaces that could offer sustainable access to local food in the city?

17. Slow (food) storytelling
Saturday 10.30 - 12.00
SFYN booth
Moderator: Simone Luijckx (SFYN Global)
Speakers: The Recipe Hunters & Frankie Vaughan
Everybody has a good story to tell; but not all of us have the tools to tell it.
Connecting all-but forgotten food traditions with mainstream media channels, contrasting
slow storytelling with fast modern media, professionals Frankie Vaughan from The Victuralist
and Leila and Anthony from The Recipe Hunters share their expertise on how to use digital
tools for improving our relationship with food through storytelling.

18. Agroecology and political resistance
Saturday 12.00 - 13.00h
SFYN booth
Moderator: Mélanie Antin (SFYN France)

Mélanie Antin (France) is working on agroecology from an anthropologist view. She will
show that agriculture can become a political ideology. The "agroecology" is mobilised by
different social and peasant movements in Latin America but has different echos depending
on the context. In México, it is very linked to cultural identity. Behind it there's a refusal of
industrial agriculture, which embodies the capitalist and neoliberal predation.

19. Documentary: ‘Mopampa: por ti’, how a native chili pepper gives
freedom to women and land in Mexico
Saturday 13.00 - 14.00
Arena
Directors: Mariana Lariza Barocio Hernández & Natalia Itzel Ramírez Aguilera
This ‘ecofeminist’ story is the hard and heartwarming work of Dali, the young, next
generation leader of the Tlaola Serrano Chili Pepper Slow Food Presidia. The documentary
is realised by Mariana Barocio and Natalia Ramirez, two young activists of SFYN Tlaxcala,
México. In the video we follow Maria Lucia, an indigenous Nahua woman, who created a
social economy company, selling sauces of Serrano pepper. A product native to the Tlaola
Puebla region, located in the northern highlands of Mexico. Through Mopampa, which
means for you’ in native Nahua language, they seek to create an alternative working route,
so women in the area can gain greater economic freedom and reduce domestic violence.
You will become aware of the conditions of vulnerability and the struggle of low payment to
women, indigenous discrimination and the right of access to land, as well as its
conservation.

20. SFYN + Young Indigenous Africa Meeting
Closed strategy meeting
Saturday 14.00 - 15.00
SFYN booth
Moderator: John Kiwagalo (SFYN Uganda)
Are you part of an Indigenous Community or the Slow Food (Youth Network) in Africa, 32
years old or younger, and feel like becoming a future food leader? Start here, because this
your chance to help shape the cross-cultural strategy of SFYN together with the fellow food
heros of your area.

21. The power of a local biodiversity map: discover your regional food
secrets!
Saturday 16.30 - 18.00
SFYN booth
Moderator: Laura Maggi
Speakers: Gloria Vàzquez Ibarra, Vanessa Merino, Deborah Delgado Garcìa, Chaves
Rodríguez Celia, Marco A. Domínguez Carrizosa, Ana Simón Muñoz

In the middle of Spain, students transformed Extremadura, one of the EU region most
subjected to youth depopulation, into a rich gastronomical area!
They are giving importance to their homeland, via a local biodiversity map that explains the
typical plants and agricultural products connected to their land. Together with Francesco
Sottile, professor and agronomist, they will explain you their experiences and provide you
with the tools to find and map your region’s agricultural and biodiversity treasures!

22. SFYN + Young Indigenous Latin America Meeting
Closed strategy meeting
Saturday 18.00 - 19.00h
SFYN booth
Moderator: Caio Bonamigo Dorigon (SFYN Brasil)
Are you part of an Indigenous Community or the Slow Food (Youth Network) in Latin
America, 32 years old or younger, and feel like becoming a future food leader? Start here,
because this your chance to help shape the cross-cultural strategy of SFYN together with
the fellow food heros of your area.

23. UNISG & SFYN party
Hiroshima, Torino.
Saturday 22.00- 00.00
Youth, let’s dance together!!!

Sunday 23 sept
24. How to: Project Development and Grant Writing
Sunday 10.30 - 11.15h
SFYN booth
Moderator: Federico Mattei (SF International)
In this how-to, you will learn from a Slow Food expert, how to write a project and a grant in
the most convincing way…

26. World Disco Soup Day
Sunday 11.30 - 12.15
SFYN booth
Moderator: Valentine Chevrier
Speakers: Surprise speakers

The powerteam of SFYN's biggest worldwide event 'World Disco Soup Day' will give you the
best tips&tricks and share their experience. Find out everything: what is a Disco Soup, how
did the idea start, how to make it work and the success of spreading it locally!

27. Libera Terra: the rebel agriculture and fight against mafia.
Sunday 11.30 - 12.30
Arena
Moderator: Valentina Gritti
Speakers: Francesco Citarda & Vito Mazzara
A conference on the story and experiences of Libera Terra: the agricultural soul of
cooperatives that manage land and resources confiscated from the mafias. The results are
beautiful but difficult territories, shaped through the social and productive recovery of the
goods freed from organised crime. Libera Terra cooperatives produce high quality food,
using methods that respect the environment and the dignity of people. In a unique way, they
restore the land, through the creation of autonomous, self-sufficient and sustainable farms.
These provide jobs, give dignity back to the land and promote an economic system that is
based on legality, social justice and fair trade.

28. How to: Food Film Festival
Sunday 12.30 - 13.30
SFYN booth
Moderators + speakers: Rosa Diekmann, Janina Hielscher (SFYN Münster)
Speakers: Gibson Mlorfe (SFYN Ghana), Ivo Kara-Pesic (kinookus)
Do you want to share stories of our food system: not only the problems that exist, but also
the beauty and joy of a good meal? What better way to tell these stories than through film?
In this how-to, you will learn from the people who started small and build this popular event
with no prior experience. The workshop leaders are Janina Hi and Rosa Diekmann from
SFYN Munster in Germany. They recently organized a hugely successful festiva with 7.000
visitors. Next to this is Gibson Mlorfe from Ghana in Africa, who hosts regular food film nights
to engage his community on different food topics. They will share their experience and also
show you how a Food Film Festival is not only about movies. It brings together chefs, food
professionals, producers, farmers and visitors as well as Slow Food and SFYN members. It’s
one of the many examples showing that with the right amount of creativity, perseverance
and a lot of hard work, in your own special way, you can change the world.

29. How to: Culinary Calendars - get the seasons back in our kitchens
Sunday 14.00 - 15.00
SFYN booth
Moderator: Mareike Biegert (SFYN Switzerland)

Strawberries in February and asparagus in September? In these times where everything seems
to be available all the time, it’s not easy for everyone to keep the order of what is in season and
what is not. The ‘Calendarium Culinarium’ is a seasonal calendar with 100 different fruits and
vegetables. This project of Slow Food Youth Switzerland gets adapted worldwide by other Slow
Food Youth Networks and serves as a campaigning and fundraising tool. In this how-to, you
learn how to create your own regional or country-specific calendars.
To respect the credo of good, clean and fair is not a question of sacrifice anymore, it’s rather
about getting inspired by the seasonal market offer. All four seasons bear great culinary variety!

30. How to: Slow Mobile
Sunday 15.00 - 16.00
SFYN booth
Moderator: Ronny Holzmüller
Speakers: Ronny Holzmüller, Vanessa Cunningham, Robert Paget
‘Slow Mobile’ is an educative truck with a kitchen and dining table for kids. Ronny Holzmüller
and Larissa Cunningham will explain you how to start a Slow Mobile in your own town, while
Robert Paget will explain you how to start a nomad dairy truck.

31. Case study: Turning Indigenous travels into a meaningful story
‘Memoria Nueva’
16.30 - 17.30
SFYN booth
Speakers: Agostino Petroni & Gael Aliano
Agostino, a former Unisg student, will tell you about his amazing travels among indigenous
communities in Brazil, Colombia and México. He will explain you step by step how he
managed to set up his adventure, to survive during his trips and to transform his experience
into an amazing book and documentary!

Monday 24 sept
32. Mixology workshop: the best way to end!
14.00-15.00
SFYN Booth
Speakers: Elisabeth Wittich, Enzo Cerletti (Unisg)
We started with a beer tasting: what makes more sense than closing with a cocktail
workshop? Cheers to the youth!

